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ABSTRACT

A technique was developed to monitor numerical weather prediction

output with hourly digital satellite data. The technique is applicable

to FOCASTING or Focused Nowcasting using a mix of nurerical forecast

output, geostationary satellite data, and conventional observations.

The process allows the forecast team to focus on areas of significant

weather events, then integrate the current satellite observation with

the 12 and 24 hour numerical guidance to produce a terminal forecast.

The numerical prediction information is used to produce an

Estimated Satellite Product (ESP). The ESP is created by inputting the

Limited Area Fine Mesh (LFM) observed and forecast data into a linear

regression equation to produce a prediction equation for the existance

of a cloud field that would be viewed by a satellite. The regression

equations are developed by a stepwise procedure in which the predictand

is the infrared radiative temperature observed by the GOES East Satel-

lite. The predictors are made up of parameters that best represent the

existence of a cloud, and are computed from LFM forecast data. Equa-

tions are developed for three tropospheric layers representing low, mid-

dle and high cloud regions. The regression equations developed are for a

limited case of the early winter season.

The ESPs are developed for each hour of the forecast period by

interpolation of LFM output. The ESP is displayed on the CSU ADVISAR in

the same resolution and earth navigation system as the GOES imagery.

This permits precise comparison between the LFM derived estimated satel-

lite product and the actual GOES image for the same valid time. The

iii



forecaster can isolate an active weather system by displaying a mesos-

cale window of the LFM grid network.

Several case studies are examined to demonstrate the feasibility of

the ESP/Satellite mix in forecasting the onset and duration of ceiling

height categories and precipitation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Operational Forecast Problem

Prior to 1970, operational forecasters tasked with providing time

specific, terminal aviation forecasts (TAFs) encountered a three-fold

problem: 1) an observational data base with large distances between

observing sites; 2) a large amount of available data, but received in

the often cumbersome form of facsimile maps and teletype printouts; 3)

little time in which to mentally integrate the vast amount of numbers

and charts in a high pressure environment. With the advent of opera-

tional geostationary meteorological satellites in the mid 1970's the

first problem was at least alleviated, since the SMS/GOES satellite

observing platforms provide a continuous spatial domain of cloud fields

in a near time continuous domain of hourly or half hourly transmission.

The second problem is being treated by the use of advancing electronics

through the development of automated weather data distribution and

display systems. In addition to addressing the cumbersome data problem,

these devices also allow more time for forecast development through the

rapid transmission and analysis of meteorological parameters, therefore

addressing the third problem. The National Weather Service is currently

bringing such a device into operations under a program entitled the

Automation of Field Operations and Services or AFOS (Klein, 1978). Such

a system will eliminate the need for most teletypewriter and facsimile

machines in Weather Service Forecast offices. Through the use of mini-

computers and cathode ray devices, maps, charts, diagrams and alpha

numeric displays can be readily generated from existing data sources.

Similar systems are planned by both Air Weather Service and the Naval

Office of Oceanography and Meteorology.

1
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It would be useful, then, to develop an operationally compatible

system in which satellite data could be included in the man-machine

forecast display system with conventional meteorologiral data.

This natural mesh of conventional data with real time satellite

observations would allow the forecaster to integrate a large spectrum of

meteorological data into his or her analysis and forecasting routine.

The purpose of this paper is to propose and test a method for the fore-

caster to use real time geostationary satellite data along with the

existing numerical weather prediction products in an interactive, yet

quantitative, manner to improve the accuracy and timing of the short-

term forecast.

1.2 The Data Selection

Two forecast tools that have gained wide acceptance in the fore-

casting community are fine resolution numerical weather prediction out-

put and meteorological satellite imagery data. The two primary forms of

these products currently in use are the Limited Area Fine Mesh (LFM-II)

numerical weather prediction model and the infrared and visible satel-

lite imagery from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

(GOES) systems.

The use of these tools in tandem would be beneficial in the aspect

of maximizing the effectiveness of each product. The LFM provides a

relatively high degree of confidence in computing the future movement

and development of dynamic weather systems. The GOES imagery provides

time consistent, hourly or half hourly, spatially contiguous observa-

tions of existing dynamic features through cloud pattern images. There-

fore, these two data types in conjunction with conventional surface
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observations could provide the forecaster with an excellent new data

base for preparation of short range terminal forecasts.

One complication in dealing with these two data types is the vast

amount of information that must be processed. For example, for each 12

hour period the following amounts of data were available for this study.

The available LFM output totaled 85,888 data elements for the three

forecast periods required. The digital GOES infrared data was comprised

of 5x105 data elements each hour, or 6x10 6 data elements for every 12

hour period. Obviously computer assistance is manditory in dealing with

this magnitude of numbers. For research purposes the Colorado State

University, Department of Atmospheric Science, ADVISAR (All Digital

Video Interactive System for Atmospheric Research) meets the hardware

requirements necessary for this type of work.(1)

1.3 Previous Meteorological Research Incorporating Model Output,

Satellite Data and Man Interactive Computer Systems

The concept of using satellite observation in conjunction with

numerical models for use in mesoscale forecasting was proposed

(Kreitzburg, 1976) as a feasible technique for the 1980's. In a discus-

sion of interactive system requirements for mesoscale weather detection

and prediction (Anthony and Bristor, 1978), satellite data inputs and

conventional data inputs (including basic surface and rawinsonde obser-

vations in addition to numerical weather products) were listed among the

1)The ADVISAR configuration at the time of this research consisted

of a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/60 minicomputer, a digital
video display subsystem consisting of eight 512x512 memory planes with
eight bit (256) resolution, two nine track tape drives, a 300 mega-byte
disk and color television monitors.
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primary requirements for future nowoasting facilities.

The research community has applied the use of satellite data,

meshed with a wide variety of conventional data and data analysis tech-

niques, toward the mesoscale weather prediction problem using man

interactive video display systems.

These applications include the use of time consecutive satellite

observation of cloud fields to determine mesoscale cloud motion fields

(Leese. et al., 1971; Smith and Phillips. 1972; Muench and Hawkins.

1979; Demasters and Brown, 1979; Haass and Brubaker, 1979; Smith and

Vonder Haar, 1980; Vonder Haar, 1980; and Muench, 1980). These tech-

niques all basically use a time series of satellite cloud fields to pro-

duce cloud movement prediction, and do not incorporate any dynamic fore-

cast information.

Statistical correlations of satellite data with various meteorolog-

ical data has been widely published. Satellite radiation measurements

(from TIROS satellites) were used as predictors of synoptic meteorologi-

cal data by Lethbridge and Panofsky (1969). Using combinations of the

water vapor channel, the infrared channel and the visible channel, skill

was demonstrated in predicting the probability of precipitation and

thunderstorms in addition to relative humidity values, low ceilings,

cloud amounts and vertical motion. In an attempt to input satellite

data into numerical analysis and prediction, satellite observed cloud

patterns were demonstrated to be useful in modifying 500 mb height

fields (Nagle and Clark, 1968). This study developed relationships

between satellite observed spiral cloud patterns and 500 mb height

fields through the use of multiple linear regression equations.
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Statistical applications of satellite data towards improvement of

short range forecasts were first attempted with early ATS-3 visible

satellite imagery (Sikula and Vonder Haar, 1972). Their early work

demonstrated skill in predicting parameters of ceiling and total opaque

cloud cover for short time periods by incorporating satellite brightness

as a predictor in multiple linear regression equations. Follow on work

by Conover (1974) improved the ceiling prediction statistics of Sikula

and Vonder Haar by categorizing the probability of clouds by levels.

Satellite data in conjunction with digital radar data has been

demonstrated as a useful analysis technique using the data composite

concept (Reynolds and Smith, 1979). Digital GOES imagery in conjunction

with rawinsonde data has been shown to be useful in observing and

detecting severe hail storms (Reynolds, 1980) and in the study of rain

bands in extratropical cyclones (Kruidenier, 1980).

Interactive computer systems have been demonstrated to be useful in

depiction of forecast convective areas using satellite and conventional

data (Wash, et al., 1979). Recently atmospheric scientists at the

University of Wisconsin, SSEC (Wash and Whittaker, 1980), developed

advection forecasting algorithms to fill the gap between standard upper

air observation times and the availability of LFM 12 hour forecasts.

The results of these algorithms were graphically displayed on a man-

interactive imaging system. The use of conventional meteorological data

fields graphically overlayed on digital satellite data was demonstrated

as a useful weather analysis tool and capable of improving accuracy of

forecasting (Suchman, et al., 1978) when displayed as a data composite.

LFM-I1 guidance has been used in several studies applying satellite

data. A computerized techinque was developed (Wilson, 1978) which used

--- " --... * m-mm mm~mm i m ~ m I m
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LFM model variables to predict location and severity of thunderstorms,

using satellite imagery and radar information to verify the results.

The use of satellite data to fine tune LFM numerical guidance was demon-

strated in two severe storm cases by the NOAA, NESS, Satellite Field

Service Station, Kansas City, Missouri (Ferguson and Matthews, 1978).

Such work was a forerunner to the standard issuance of satellite

interpretation bulletins by SFSS groups. These guidance products, how-

ever, do not apply a computer graphics display system to mix the two

data types, nor do they use computer based quantitative algorithms to

obtain a forecast or guidance.

In a study on estimating infrared radiation flux density at the top

of the atmosphere, Jensenius, Cahir, and Panofsky (1978) used LFM model

output to develop predictor variables of radiative flux observed by the

NOAA-3 satellite. Their technique involved developing a regression

equation with the observed satellite radiant flux as the predictor and

the predictors derived from the LFM output. The predictors used in the

study were derived as variables which were believed to be associated

with cloudiness and temperature.

1.4 The Concept of Estimated Satellite Products

This study was designed to test the concept of Focasting or Focused

Nowcasting proposed by Vonder Haar, et al. (1979). Essentially this

process involves a comparison of forecast cloud regions with a high reso-

lution nowcast (existing satellite imagery and conventional meteorologi-

cal observations) as part of the data mix entering into short range

forecasting development. This method allows the forecaster to focus on

areas in which discrepancies are noted between the satellite nowcast and

the forecast cloud features. These discrepancies may include such items

" "- d id i lid• i Hilim Ii -
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as the horizontal displacement of cloud features, the spatial orienta-

tion and coverage of cloud masses, the vertical extent of cloud ele-

ments, and the existence of cloud regions. Sound meteorological

interpretation of the nowcast/forecast combination would then be a

viable asset in development of subsequent forecasts.

There are several possibilities available by which to quantize the

bridge between numerical weather prediction products and satellite

imagery for meteorological analysis and forecasting. One method would

be to use cloud motion wind fields derived from satellite imagery in

comparison with wind fields forecast by numerical guidance. A second

possibility would be to compare observed satellite imagery and forecast

fields with respect to 'centers of action", i.e. cloud masses on the

imagery and LFM forecast geopotential height patterns, or observed fron-

tal cloud bands and forecast thickness gradients. Another approach

would be to use a cloud dynamics model. with LFM forecast fields as

input, which would reflect cloud features. This would be used as a

method for comparing the vertical and horizontal extent of forecast and

observed cloud regions.

Because the FO-CAST concept would benefit from a time interpolation

of LFM fields for better timing resolution, large quantities of data are

involved. Thus a simple method of bridging the numerical weather

prediction/satellite gap was desired. Jensenius, et al. (Ibid),

inspired a conceptual design which would allow for rapid computer appli-

cation of the large quantities of LFM and satellite data required for

each forecast period. The approach of the present study, then, was to

apply the LFM forecast fields as variables in multiple linear regression

equations which predict cloud features as viewed from geostationary

satellites.



For this study it was decided to develop a set of linear regression

equations derived from numerical weather prediction produced by the

LFM-II model as predictors and GOES-East digit31 satellite infrared (IR)

values as the predictands. These equations, then, when applied to a set

of LFM data would produce a data file of predicted satellite IR values.

This file when graphically displayed on a computer video screen would

then be a numerical estimate of the satellite observed IR signature at

the LFM forecast valid time. This LFM satellite derived product will

henceforth be regarded as an Estimated Satellite Product or ESP. If an

ESP is developed for the initial, or analyzed, fields on which the LFM

run is based, it could provide useful information to the forecaster when

compared to the satellite image for the same valid time. This would be

especially useful if the satellite image and the ESP were displayed in

the same coordinate system and the same resolution, allowing for the

rapid identification of discrepancies between the two products. By use

of interactive computer methods, the video display of the memory frames

containing a series of ESPs and satellite imagery could be looped or

meshed (i.e. split frame display) for comparison by the forecaster.

Such vital analysis by the forecaster could then be used to determine

the validity of the analysis fields with respect to cloud features

observed on the imagery. This information may suggest to the forecaster

areas in which the LFM forecasts may be in error due to misplacement of

dynamic features. Examples may include the location of vorticity

centers, placement of frontal zones, the location of cyclone centers,

and the location and/or existence of short baroclinic waves. The fore-

caster, then, could formulate his forecast by including mental (or

actual interactive bogus) adjustments to the predicted location cloud
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system location and development based on the discrepancies and/or agree-

ments of the ESP and satellite image mix.

To further test the applicability of the ESP concept to the short

range forecast problem, ESPs will be developed for successive hourly

increments by interpolation of input LFM data. For example, given a

0000 GMT analysis LFM data set and the corresponding 12 hour forecast

LFM data set (i.e. based on 0000 GMT valid at 1200 GMT), a series of 12

ESPs can be produced. Due to a data computation and transmission lag,

this information would not be available to the operational forecaster

until 0230 GMT. By 0300 GMT this data could be applied to the ESP pro-

duction giving, for example, the following ESPs: 03Z, 04Z, 05Z, 06Z,

07Z, 08Z and 09Z, thus providing the next 6 hours of ESP guesses Lo the

cloud fields. At this point the ESPs could be used along with the

current GOES imagery (i.e. up to and including the 0300Z data), for the

next 6 hour short range forecast.

This stage of operations will, however, require the forecaster to

mentally integrate the areas of discrepancies and/or agreements between

the most recent GOES image and the coinciding valid ESP, and mentally

extrapolate the descrepancies to the remaining ESPs of the forecast

series. The ultimate goal of this type of data mix should be to BOGUS

the ESP with the satellite observed cloud fields to provide a series of

improved "second guess" ESPs for the forecast period. The bogusing would

be aided by quantitative comparison between ESPs and actual real time

GOES digital images. Such quantitative guidance allows the FOCAST con-

cept to be implemented.



2.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

2.1 Objectives

The primary objective of this research effort is to develop a sys-

tem which incorporates numerical weather prediction output and digital

satellite data into a new, efficient tool for mesoscale analysis and

short range forecasting. This is accomplished by developing a computer

graphic display of forecast cloud fields from a numerical weather pred-

iction model output which can be manually compared to satellite imagery

displayed in a similar reference frame.

Key considerations in the development of this approach are:

1) To provide a system not dependent on the diurnal availability

of visible satellite imagery.

2) To make computational requirements and data storage require-

ments acceptable for use with minicomputer display systems.

2.2 Research Approach

Using a compatible set of Limited Area Fine Mesh numerical model

output and digital infrared data from a geostationary satellite, a set

of regression equations is being developed which predict effective mean

radiative temperature fields, as viewed from the satellite sensors.

This required the development of a data reduction program which uses

model output parameters to produce a set of variables that are associ-

ated wih cloudiness.

The predictands in the multiple linear regression equations

development were the mean infrared satellite brightness counts, con-

verted to effective blackbody irradiance temperatures at the LFM grid

10
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modelts points. This required the development of a satellite analysis

program that samples the infrared image around each LFM grid point loca-

tion.

The next step in ttie research effort is to determine the statisti-

cal reliability of the multiple linear regression equations by testing

them on an independent sample of LFM and infrared satellite data.

Finally, by using selected case studies, tests will be conducted to

determine the feasibility of this approach to mesoscale analysis and

short range aviation forecasting events. This requires developing a

technique for video display of the regression equation results such that

it can easily be compared with similar displays of satellite data.

-mm



3.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION

3.1 Limited-Area Fine Mesh Model Data

3.1.1 Model Description

The numerical weather prediction data used in this study was com-

puted at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) using the Limited-Area

Fine Mesh (LFM-II) model. A comprehensive description of this model is

given in National Weather Service Technical Procedures Bulletin No. 232

(Rieck, 1978). The LFM-II model became operational in 1977, replacing a

similar model (LFM-I) which had a larger computational grid increment.

It produces operational forecasts for 48 hours beyond the data base ini-

tiation times of 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT. The computational grid covers

an area which includes most of North America and adjacent ocean areas.

The grid array is 79 x 67, on a polar sterograhic map projection true at

600 North latitude and centered at 1050 West longitude. The computa-

tional grid distance is 116 km at 450 North, but the output parameters

are produced on the preceeding LFM model's (LFM-I) grid array, which

contains a grid resolution of 174 km at 450 North (Brown, 1977).

The model's vertical stratification consists of six layers: a

planetary boundary layer, 50 mb in depth; three tropospheric layers,

each one third of the depth from the top of the planetary boundary layer

to the tropopause; and two stratospheric layers. A final, constant

potential temperature, layer is added at the top for computational rea-

sons. The vertical surfaces on which the calculations are made are

Sigma surfaces, where a is defined (Shuman and Hovermale, 1968) as:

P
o=P -P

L -u

12
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where P is the pressure level in question and PU and PL represent the

pressure levels above and below P, respectively.

The LFM solves a set of eight finite difference equations in time

increments of 360 seconds, with five quantities being carried forward in

time: the u wind component, the v wind component, the layer mean tem-

perature, the layer pressure thickness and the precipitable water.

The computed output data is finally returned from the sigma sur-

faces to constant pressure surfaces by interpolation.

3.1.2 LFM Data Acquisition

Model output for this research was obtained through the Water and

Power Resource Service (WPRS), Skywater environmental data network. The

WPRS data base was used since the Colorado State University's ADOVISAR

system has a dedicated communications and data acquisition link to the

WPRS data storage facilities. The use of this data base, then, will

provide for further research capabilities based on this work which may

require real-time data acquisition testing. A complete description of

the WPRS data network is available in the Project Skywater Environmental

Data Network Users Manual, revised January, 1980.

The LFM data available at the WPRS consists of the initial data

fields (analysis) in addition to the 12 and 24 hour forecast fields for

a given date-time group. The grid of the data points is given in Figure

1. This grid contains a 22 x 32 array on a polar stereographic map pro-

jection true at 600 North. This grid is a subsection of the entire LFM

output grid described in section 3.1.1 (i.e. 22 x 32 vs. 53 x 45). The

grid interval is 190.5 km at 600 North. 1050 West.
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The data were obtained on magnetic tape on the WPRS CDC CYBER sys-

tem. Table 1 lists the data fields requested for the initial, or

analysis, data sets and Table 2 lists the data fields requested for the

12 and 24 LFM forecast data sets. The units of the LFM fields are as

follows:

Temperature: Degrees Kelvin (0k)

Dew Point Temperature: Degree Kelvin (ok)

Heights of Pressure surface: Geopotential Meters (m)

Wind Components: Meters Per Second (s-1 )

Vertical Motion: Millibars Per Second (mb s
- )

Note that no vertical motion fields are available for the initial data

times.

Data were requested for November 1-30, 1979 and November 1-30,

1980. The November 1979 data set represents the dependent sample data

base for the ESP multiple linear regression equations, with November

1980 representing the independent sample data base. Data were requested

for 114 fields (i.e. 1000 mb temperature. 850 mb temperature. etc.) for

each date time group of the two month period. Due to data transmission

difficulties or the inability of the binary data to be unpacked, many

fields were not available. Additionaly, none of the November 1980 24

hour forecast information was available. Table 3 summarizes the col-

lected fields for the 1979 data set and Table 4 summarizes the 1980 LFM

data set.

The LFM model is run twice a day, for both the 0000 GMT and 1200

ONT observations. Therefore there was 60 potential date/time groups for

each of the November data sets, with 114 desired field arrays each. Of

the total 6840 desired fields for each November data set, approximately
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Table 1

LFM INITIAL DATA FIELDS AVAILABLE ON TAPE

Pressure Level Field Name Pressure Level Field Name

1000 mb OOTTO 400 mb 4OTTO
OOTDO 40TDO
OOHHO 40HHO
OOUUO 40UUO
OOVVO 40VVO

850 mb B5TTO 300 mb 30TTO
85TDO 3OTDO
85HHO 30HHO
85UUO 30UUO
85VV0 30VVO

700 mb 7OTTO 250 nib 25TTO
70TDO 25HHO
70HHO 25UUO
70UUO 25VV0
70VVO

200 mb 20TTO
500 mb 5OTTO 20HHO

50TDO 20UUO
50HHO 20VVO
5OUUO
50VVO

Legend: The characters in the field name correspond to the following
meteorological variables:

TT Temperature Field
TD Dew Point Temperature Field
HH Geopotential Height Field
UU "u" Wind Component Field

VV "v' Wind Component Field

w | ||
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Table 2

LFM 12 and 24 Hour Forecast Data Fields Available On Tape

Pressure Level Field Name Pressure Level Field Name

1000 mb OOTTI 400 mb 40TTl
OOTDL 40TDI
OOHHl 40UU1
OOUUl 40VVl
OOVVl
0OWWI 300 mb 30TT1

30TDI
850 mb 85TT1 30UUl

85TD1 30VVI
85HH1
85UU1 200 mb 25TTI
85VV1 25UUI
85WWI 25VV1

700 mb 70TTI 250 mb 20TTI
70TD1 20UUI
70HH1 20VVI
70UUl
70VVI
70WW1

500 mb 50TTI
5OTD1
50HHI
50UUI
50VVl
5OWWl

Legend: The characters in the field name correspond to the following
meteorological variables:

TT Temperature Field
TD Dew Point Temperature Field
HH Geopotential Height Field
UU "u" Wind Component Field
VV "' Wind Component Field
WW Vertical Motion Field

S ,
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Table 3

1979 LFM Data Collection Summary
Number of

Date Time (GMT) Fields

I Nov 0000 All Missing 0

1200 Initial Missing, 12 HR Missing,

24 HR Available 38

2 Nov 0000 85UU0 Missing 113

1200 All Available 114

3 Nov 0000 30TD1 Missing L13

1200 All Available 114

4 Nov 001)0 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

5 Nov 0000 30TD1 Missing 113

1200 70TT0 Missing 113

6 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

7 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 50TT2 Missing 113

8 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 70WWl Missing 113

9 Nov 0000 50WW2 Missing 113

1200 25HH0, OOTD2 Missing 112

10 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

11 Nov 0000 All Missing 0

1200 All Fields Available 114

12 Nov 0000 30TDI, 85VV2 Missing 112

1200 *70WW2 Bad Data 114

13 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All InitiLl Datu Missing 0

14 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 25WWI Missing 113

15 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200
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Table 3 -- Continued

Number of
Date Time (GMT) FieljL

16 Nov 0000 70VVO Missing 113

1200 70UUO Missin.; 113

17 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

18 Nov 0000 25UUi Missing 113

1200 All Fields Available 114

19 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 All Fields Available 114

20 Nov 0000 70TTI, 20TTI, 85VV2 Missing ill

1200 23 Fields Missing for Initial Data 91

21 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 OOWWL Missing 113

22 Nov 0000 All Initial and 12 HR Forecasts Missing 38

12C0 All Initial and 12 HR Forecasts Missing 38

23 Nov 0000 All Initial and 12 HR Forecasts Missing 38

1200 All Initial and 12 HR Forecasts Missing 38

24 Nov 0000 All Initial and 12 HR Forecasts Missing 38

1200 OOHHO Missing 113

25 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

26 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 85TTZ Missing 113

27 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 OOVVD, 85TTO Missing 112

28 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 40TTO, 50VVI Missing 112

29 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

30 Nov 0000 All Fields Available 114

1200 All Fields Available 114

TOTAL 6,031

88% of desired total number of fields
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Table 4

1980 LFM Data Collection Summary

Note: 24 Hour Forecasts Were Not Available
Num'

Date Tiime (GMF) F-,. "s

1 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 All Fielcs Missing 0

2 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing G

1200 All Fields Missing 0

3 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 7 6

4 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 All Fields Missing 0

5 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

6 Nov 0000 20VVI, 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 75

1200 30TTO, 24 Hr Forecasts Missing -7

7 Nov 0000 OOWWI, 24 Hr Forecasts Missing

1200 OlUUO, 50HHI Missing 74

8 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

9 Nov 0000 24 Hfr Fo,-ecasts Missing 7-

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

10 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 24 Hir Forecasts Missing 76

1i Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 All Data Missing 0

12 Nov 0000 All Data Missing 0

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

13 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

14 Nov 0000 50HHO Missing 75

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

15 Nov 0000 24 Hir Forecasts Missing 76

1200 85TTI Missing 75
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Table 4 -- Continued

Number ( f
Date Time (GMT) Fie:;

16 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 All Fields Missing 0

17 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing (

1200 All Initial and 24 Hr Fields Missi-ng 38

18 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 30UUO Missing 75

19 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

20 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

21 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 All Fields Missing 0

22 Nov 0000 All Initial and 24 Hr Forecasts and 50TTI Missing 37

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

23 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

24 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

25 Nov 0000 30HH0 Missing 75

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

26 Nov 0000 70VVO, 25HH0 Missing 74

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 75

27 Nov 0000 All Fields Missing 0

1200 40HHO, 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 75

28 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 74

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

29 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

30 Nov 0000 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

1200 24 Hr Forecasts Missing 76

Summary TOTAL 3,331

48% of desired total number of fields

73% of initial and 12 hr forecasts

.mm mmmmmm ( mmmm IrN( Nmlml
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88 of the November 1979 and 48$ of the November 1980 set was collected.

Each data set acquired represents at least 3.5 x 106 grid point values.

3.1.3 LFM Data Reduction

The intent of the first-guess ESP is to produce a forecast of cloud

fields by the use of multiplier linear regression equations having LFM

output as the predictor variables. The raw LFM output is not in itself

useful as predictors or indicators of cloudiness or cloud free regions,

on the grid. Therefore, it was necessary to produce from the raw LFM

output, a sufficient number of variables which have some meterological

semblance to cloudiness. To enhance the vertical resolution of the

cloudiness predictors it was decided to develop three separate sets of

predictor equations, representing low, middle and high cloud regions for

each LFM forecast type; the initial analyses, the 12 hour forecast and

24 hour forecast. The low cloud predictors contain data from 1000 mb,

850 mb and 700 mb. The middle cloud predictors contain 700 mb and 500

mb data inputs and the high cloud predictors contain data input from 500

mb to the 250 mb fields. Although 200 mb data was acquired, it never

appeared in the predictor equations, mainly because 200 mb was con-

sidered above the mean tropopause for the season and grid area con-

cerned.

Appendix A summarizes the LFM predictors developed from the raw LFM

fields.

Appendix B summarizes the equations used in development of the LFM

predictors.
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3.1.3.a Predictors Based on Low Dew Point Depression

Low dew point depressions have been used as a simple, yet effec-

tive. nephanalysis tool for many years. Dew point depression equal to

or less than 50C were used to cut-off criterion for the levels from 1000

mb to 500 mb. Dew point depressions of 10°C or less were used as cut-

off criterion at the 400 mb and 300 mb levels. The increased dew point

depression cut-off at the higher levels was justified by personal obser-

vation and can be physically related to consideration of the frost

points associated with the upper troposheric temperatures. The dew

point depression itself was not used as predictor variable, but instead,

the temperature of the grid point became the variable when the low dew

point criteria was met. Since the predictand of the regression equa-

tions is a mean temperature value and the goal in applying the resultant

regression equation was to produce an effective cloud temperature field,

it was hoped that the use of the temperature field would reduce the

variance associated with this type of a predictor. Similar considera-

tions were used in other variables entering the multiple linear regres-

sion scheme.

For situations in which none of the three low levels contained a

low dew point depression, an effective surface temperature was calcu-

lated. For such grid point locations with mean sea level elevations

the 1000 mb temperature was returned as the low "cloud" predictor. For

grid point locations with elevations greater than sea level the surfaoe

temperature was calculated by reversing the techniques used to compute

the 1000 mb temperature in the actual model run (Staokpole, 1970).

Thus, the surface temperatures of the non-sea level grids were

. ,
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calculated by using a standard lapse rate *through" the terrain of 6.5 0C

ke-1 , the 1000 mb geopotential height, and the grid point elevation.

The elevation data was interpolated from the LFM topography (Rieck,

1979).

3.1.3.b Predictors Based on High Relative Humidity

Regions of high relative humidity are associated with cloud

regions. Although a given parcel of air must be at, or very near,

saturation in order to produce a condensate (in the presence of suffi-

cient cloud condensation nuclei); on the synoptic scale, relative humi-

dities less than saturation are associated with cloud regions. Relative

humidities of 60% or greater were used as a definition of cloudiness.

This is the same value used in the LFM as a cutoff defining cloud

reginns for long wave radiative transfer calculations (Rieck, 1978).

For high cloud regions, i.e. 500 mb and above, relative humidity

was calculated with respect to ice. This is in agreement with

radiosonde data analysis reported by Starr and Cox (1980).

Another variable determined from the relative humidity fields

incorporated a temperature weighting function for layers which had a

high relative humidity ( 60%) at a given level and a low relative humi-

dity (<60%) at the next higher level. This variable, then, attempts to

determine an effective cloud top temperature above a moist layer level.

A third variable incorporating relative humidity involved the pro-

duct of relative humidity and the vertical motion for each of the three

cloud types: low, middle and high. Thus, two pre-requisites for cloud

formation were mixed -high moisture content and upward vertical motion.
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Finally, relative humidity fields in the low layer were averaged

and multiplied by the magnitude of the mean low layer wind. It was hoped

that this variable would differentiate between regions of high moisture

with strong winds (i.e. in the vicinity of cyclones) and regions of low

moisture and weak winds (i.e. in the vicinity of surface anticyclones).

3.1.3.c Predictors Based on Vertical Motion

Vertical motion at the grid point was used as a predictor for the

following pressure levels: 850 mb, 700 mb, 500 mb. In addition, 400 mb

and 300 mb vertical motion fields were also used as predictors in the

initial (analysis) equation development. The vertical motion fields for

the initial (analysis) data sets were not available from the WPRS data

base. Therefore, they were computed by use of the kinematic method,

using finite difference approximations for the divergence calculations

(Holton, 1979).

Omega, w, the time rate of pressure change:

w _ dp (2)dt

was assumed zero at the bottom level, 1000 mb, and at the top level,

250 mb. The 250 mb level was chosen as the top since it is a reasonable

value for mean tropopause pressure for the area and season in question.

To correct for mass balance requirements, corrections to the mean diver-

gence fields in the vertical were applied (Johnson, 1979).

3.1.3.d Predictors Based on Baroclinity

In an attempt to provide a predictor which is associated with

regions of frontal zone cloudiness, it was decided to use a variable

which reflects frontal dynamic structure. Since frontal zones are
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associated with strong thermal gradients in the lowest one half of the

troposphere, a predictor which is a function of the thermal gradient

could be applied. The thermal wind relation (Holton, 1979):

1
T - (K XV (0 - 0o) )  (3)

f 1 0

is such a variable and could easily be computed from the basic data. In

order to avoid the use of 1000 mb geopotential height values in high

elevation or mountainous regions, the thermal wind was calculated for

the 850 mb to 500 mb layer. The magnitude of the thermal wind was the

value used as a predictor.

3.1.3.e Jet Stream Cirrus Predictors

Cirrus clouds associated with the polar and subtropical jet streams

are useful in frontal analysis of satellite data (Anderson, et al.,

1974). In order to parameterize the zones in which jet stream cirrus

occurs, the 300 mb wind fields were analyzed for regions of jet strength
-1

winds, i.e., wind speeds greater than or equal to 35 ms , associated

with anticyclonic relative vorticity, where the relative vorticity is

defined as:

,I V UTx= 7y- (4)

This follows the approach used in a similar study incorporating LFM data

reduction (Jensenius, et al., 1978) to parameterize jet cirrus.

3.2 Digital Geostationary Satellite Data Collection and Reduction

3.2.1 GOES Meteorologioal Satellite Data Acquisition
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In order for this research approach to be viable in 24 hour a day

applications, only infrared (IR) data was utilized in this study. This

eliminated the "daylight only" availability of visible channel satellite

data. One drawback to this approach is the inability to determine if a

particular region viewed by the IR sensors contains aloud elements or is

cloud free. This is a significant problem when dealing with low level

cloud tops associated with stratus clouds or fog; in which case the

cloud top temperature may be at, or very near, the background (surface),

effective radiant temperature. For case study applications, this prob-

lem will be addressed by applying surface based observations into the

ESP/satellite mix.

The digital satellite data required for this study was collected at

the Colorado State University Direct Readout Satellite Ground Station

(DRSGS). All data used was retrieved from the GOES-East satellite,

which is located in a geosynchronous orbit, with a sub-satellite point

near 00 latitude and 750 west longitude. The portion of the full disk

image used in this study for the multiple linear regression equation

development began at scan line 200 and required approximately 300 scan

lines to the south. The east-west elements of the sector provided cov-

erage of the contigious United States. Resolution of the raw IR data

was sectorized to magnetic tape in 8 km x 8 km resolution.

The data base for November 1979 was collected at the CSU DRSGS and

archived at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The

available 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT digital data files were retrieved from

the NCAR terabit mass storage device and transfered to 9 track magnetic

tape for compatibility with the ADVISAR system. Of the 60 possible 0000

GMT and 1200 GMT data files for the month of November, 48 were obtained.

- - a-w. .
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Table 5: Data collection for multiple linear
regression developmont and testing. A
check mark deiotes the availability of
the image and N/A represents the non-

availability of the data.

DATE TIME 1979 1980 DATE TIME 1979 1981)

1 Nov 0000 V N/A 16 Nov 0000 /
1200 N/A N/A 1200 /

2 Nov 0000 V17 Nov 0000 /
1200 V / 1200 / V

3 Nov 0000 V N/A 18 Nov 0000 /
1200 N/A N/A 1200 V V

4 Nov 0000 V19 Nov 0000 /
1200 V V 1200 ' V

5 Nov 0000 V 20 Nov 0000
1200 V V 1200 N/A V

6 Nov 0000 V V 21 Nov 0000 V V
L.00 N/A V 1200 V

7 Nov 0000 V V 22 Nov 0000 N/A v
1200 N/A V 1200 N/A V

8 Nov 0000 V V 23 Nov 0000 V N/A

1200 V V 1200 N/A

9 Nov 0000 V V 24 No" 0000 V N/A

1200 V V 1200 V N/A

10 Nov 0000 V V 25 Nov 0000 V V
1200 V N/A 1200 V V

11 Nov 0000 V V 26 Nov 0000 N/A
1200 V V 1200 V V

12 Nov 0000 N/A V 27 Nov 0000 V V
1200 W / 1200 V

13 Nov 0000 N/A V 28 Nov 0000 / V
1200 N/A N/A 1200 N/A V

14 Nov 0000 V V 29 Nov 0000 V
1200 V V 1200 V

15 Nov 0000 V N/A 30 Nov 0000 V ,
0000 V V0000 V V
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The missing data was due to hardware outages at the DRSGS. This data

set comprised the dependent sample predictands for the regression equa-

tion development.

An additional sample of satellite data was collected in November

1980. This data sample contained the same image sector and resolution

as the November 1979 sample. Again data was selecced at both 0000 GMT

and 1200 GMT in order to correspond to the LFM forecast valid times.

The November 1980 set was collected for use in testing the statistical

significance of the multiple linear regression equations. Forty-nine

image files were recorded on magnetic tape for the purpose.

Table 5 lists the corresponding dates and times of the data avail-

able for development and testing the regression equations for the ESP

concept.

For case study applications of the ESP techniques three additional

data sets were obtained in 1980. These data sets include GOES-East

imagery taken at hourly intervals. Table 6 lists the inclusive dates

and times of these three sets.

12 November 1980, 1200 GMT -- 19 November, 1800 GMT
24 November 1980, 2000 GMT -- 25 November, 2300 GMT
18 December 1980, 2200 GMT -- 20 December, 2300 GMT

Table 6: GOES-E data sets for ESP
case study testing.

3.2.2 Satellite Data Reduction

The multiple linear regression equation development required the

satellite imagery to be sampled at the LFM grid points. In this manner

the LFM predictor variables for a given date-time-group and grid point

would be regressed against the observed satellite IR temperature for the

same date time group at the same grid point.
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This required the satellite imagery to be earth located in order

to reference the latitude and longitude of the LFM grid points. This

was accomplished through the use of existing navigation software on the

ADVISAR system. The navigation routines require one known earth refer-

ence point in both eartn coordinates (i.e. latitude-longitude) and

satellite coordinates (i.e. line-element). These, in conjunction with

the orbit elements transmitted with the imagery, are used in an analytic

method (Phillips and Smith, 1973) to determine display adjustments to

earth locate the pixel elements.

A program was developed to determine the IR effective blackbody

temperature of each grid point. It was decided to sample a region

around each grid point rather than a single pixel value. The

sample had to be smaller than the distance of adjacent grid points,

but large enough to reflect the cloudiness which could be associated

with the LFM variables. A 3 pixel by 3 pixel sample size was

selected.

The entire 22 x 32 LFM grid locations displayed on a GOES-East

image is depicted in Figure 2.

Due to the earth's curvature, as viewed from the geostationary

satellite, it was felt that use of the western most grid points in the

array would not represent valid mean temperature values. Therefore,

the grid sampling array was a truncated version of the 22 x 32 LFM

grid array. The array used is depicted in Figure 3. Each asterisk

represents the location of the grid point. In the graphical representa-

tions of the grid on the satellite images each asterisk is 5 x 7 pixels

in size, which is larger than the 3 x 3 pixel area sampled.
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Figure 2. The 22 x 32 LFM grid array located on a digital
satellite image display. The asterisk size is
5 x 7 pixels, larger than the 3 x 3 pixel area
sampled for grid point temperatures.

* i-,,-I-I
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Figure 3. The 19 x 28 LFM grid point array used for digital

satellite temperature analysis.
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Each navigated image was displayed on the ADVISAR with the center

screen resolution of .085 latitude per pixel and .112 longitude per

pixel. This resolution correlates to approximately a 10 km x 10 km data

representation at the center screen coordinate. Thus a 3 x 3 pixel

sample represented a 30 km x 30 km area at the center of the image. Due

to the variation in the satellite viewing angle at each grid point, the

sample area was not constant. Table 7 summarizes the size of the 9

pixel region sampled at the extreme corners of the grid.

Table 7

Grid Location East-West Sample Distance North-South Sample Distance

Upper Left
Corner 38.8 km 41.4 km

Upper Right
Corner 32.8 km 27.9 km

Lower Left
Corner 35.7 km 25.0 km

Lower Right
Corner 27.6 km 24.0 km

The grid point temperature evaluation program was run for each image.

The program stored the mean temperature of the 9 pixels sampled for each

grid point. Grid boxes were evaluated on the northern border of the image

(i.e. near scan line 200 approximately 500 N) if 5 or more pixels had

digital satellite da'a.

Due to the western truncation and the lack of satellite data north of

500 N latitude, the grid analysis program derived 485 grid temperatures of

the total 704 LFM grie points.



4.0 REGRESSION EQUATION DEVELOPMENT

4.1 System Selection

To facilitate the ease of the regression equation development, on

existing statistics a computer library was used. Of the statistical

libraries available, the Statistical Package of the Social Sciences (SPSS)

was selected (Nie and Hall, et al., 1975). This package has inherent

methods of handling missing values. This was an important consideration

in the SPSS selection, since the LFM data sets contained missing LFM

fields.

Additionally, the SPSS package had provisions for line deletion of

variables entering the regression equations. Many of the variables

calculated were not used, because the variable had to meet a specific

criteria for inclusion as a predictor. For example, THRH required at

least one of the high tropospheric levels to meet a criteria of relative

humidity greater than or equal to 60%. If none of the three levels

involved met the criteria, a flag value of 99999.0 was entered for the

given grid point. In the regression development, this value either had

to be considered "missing" or the 99999.0 would enter as a predicted

temperature. This would, of course, bias the variable mean and would

mask the meteorological significance of the variable.

Line deletion was selected as an option in the equation development,

but several equations were developed at each level to account for

"missing" data. This may be clarified by the following example. A

regression equation has the form:

Y = 0 + AI S2 + A2 X2 + A3 X3 .... An Xn  (5)

34
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in which Y is the predictand, A0 is the intercept, A, A are coeffec-1.. n

tents and XI ... Xn are the variables entering the equation. Suppose

that a derived equation for high cloud predictors had the forms:

YH = A0 + A1 THRH + A2 JETVAR + A3 KINDEX + A4 THWND (6)

where THRH, JETVAR, KINDEX and THWND are high cloud variables and Al.

A2, A3, and A4 are their respective coefficients.

Ir a single equation was developed using the line deletion tech-

nique, only those grid points which had existing (i.e. non 99999.0)

values would enter the sample from which the regression equation was

developed. A cursory evaluation of the high cloud variables showed that

the moisture variables selected had a high coincidence with observed

high clouds in the satellite imagery. However, high moisture content

was often not observed, therefore the majority of the grid points con-

tained the flag value 99999.0. Similarly, high clouds were observed in

many cases in which the LFM did not indicate high moisture, but other

variables seemed to have a high prediction coincidence, i.e. the

stability index and the thermal wind variable.

In an attempt to maximize the variables selected, it was decided to

use a sequence of regression equations at each level. This was accom-

plished by selecting a set of predictor variables which included the

moisture (non-continuous) variables. If a flag value was detected, i.e.

99999.0, then a series of additional predictors sets were used to develop

several additional predictor equations which did not include a moisture

flag value for that grid point. The final set of equations selected

for testing were those that minimized the sample variance when used in

combination.

p|
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4.2 Data Input

The satellite data and LFM predictor variables were used in regres-

stion development for the grid depicted in Figure 4.

231,2

2,2i ....: .f .l .l : J l .l .: i l . ... ...

...:i i : : .........

LOCATION OF WPRS GRID POINTS

Figure 4. !.FM grid points used in the regression analysis.

This grid contains 485 data points which cover most of the contigu-

ous United States. Regression equations were developed using the satel-

lite grid data derived from the grid analysis and the LFM forecasts

valid at the corresponding times.

Due to missing data in both the LFM and satellite data sets, the

various time periods (i.e. analysis 12 hr and 24 hr) had a different

number of values entering the regression equations. Table 8 summarizes

the data quantities entering into the equation development for each

data type.

i .l .l i .. .u . . . .I . . .
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Table 8

Number 
of

Satellite Images Number of Total Number of
Forecast with Corresponding Predictor Variables Used to

Type LFM Forecasts Variables Used Derive the Equations

Initial 42 20 407,400

12 Hour
Forecast 39 19 359,385

24 Hour
Forecast 43 19 396,245



This portion of the study has yet to be accomplished. Final statistical

computational and image display work will be done by co-research person-

nel and transmitted to me for the final analysis.

5.0 USE OF THE ESP IN CASE STUDIES

5.1 Objectives and Limitations

The final portion of this work will apply the developed regression

equations to several case study meteorological situations. There are

several questions which remain to be answered as to the true applicabil-

ity of the ESP concept in light of many limitations. The following are

known or suspected limitations inherent in the design of this study:

1) The sample of both the satellite and LFM data used to derive

the equations may be too small to adequately reflect the value of the

selected predictors in mesoscale applications.

2) The sample is totally derived from the month of November and,

therefore, any applications should only be addressed to early winter

(October. November, December) test cases.

3) Low clouds are difficult to discern from surface features when

viewed by IR satellite imagery. This problem is suspected in the ESP

applications, and may render the concept useless for dealing wih stratus

and fog situations.

4) The resolution of the displayed ESP may be too course for ade-

quate analysis in the ESP/satellite FOCAST mix. Further refinement of

the ESP resolution can only be accomplished through more interpolation

of the existing LFM grid size. This may induce many inaccuracies and

"mask* the atmospheric situation as described by the LFM model.

38



5.2 Test Casc Approah

In order Lo te~st tip. i. itcl I itt: mix in FOCASTing applications

several caSe SLIIiiu- Wi 11iik ix1MIned to dki tcrmine the effect of the

known or expected liml tit ion on iiort rzin 'e torcc;is-t.s'

To accomplish th i KS -.,,; I I i), 0snt-raIttd on thec mesoscale window

for the case studies. [Ii i - idvxiu II 9ci x 9 grid of the original

LFM array. Figurv i III~ ii ol thi isLgrid cvk2rla%7(d on a GOES-East

image.
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To gain a better resolution of the displayed ESP, this 9 x 9 grid

will be expanded to a 36 x 36 grid by interpolation to interior grid

points as depicted in Figure 6.

1. I . 1 1

I I I

I I I n I I IJ E

I I I I I
I I I I • -I

I 1 J i I I . i

L . . I, I I I

II 1
I . • I . I . I

I1J I I II

FigureI6. Ineirgipons ores-idwEPiply

Thel, J I t ei gnate the oiinl jlFgi

points and the additional points represent the
interpolated field associated with the original
four grid points.
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In this manner the interpolated variables for each sub-LFM grid

point will be entered into the regression equations. The resulting

value will be graphically displayed for each point by an area of approx-

imately l0xlO pixels, centered at the grid location.

Sequences of the ESPs in conjunction with satellite imagery and

conventional observation will be used graphically to determine if the

ESP has any value in determining the future occurance of meteorological

criteria significant to terminal aviation forecasts. The following cri-

teria are to be tests:

1) The onset/duration of precipitation.

2) The change in ceiling/visi.bility category for:

Category A CIG < 200 feet and/or VSBY < 1/2 mile

Category B 200 5 CIG < 1000 and/or 1/2 mile s VSBY < 2 miles

Category C 1000 S CIG - 3000 and/or 2 miles < VSBY < 3 miles

Category D CIG > 3000 and VSBY > 3 miles

These criteria are currently the verifying criteria for Air Weather

Service TAFs and represent significant criteria to the aviation commun-

ity.
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APPENDIX A

LFM OUTPUT PREDICTORS

A. Low Cloud Tops

1. Variable: The temperature of a level as a function of

low dew point depression at that level

Variable Name: TLDP

Variable Type: Continuous

Cut off Value: Dew goint depression less than or equal

to 5 K

Vertical Stratification: The lowest pressure level with a

dew point depression of 50 K or less from

700 mb to 1000 mb

Non-Criteria Value: The surface temperature of the grid

point derived from an environmental lapse
rate, calculated from the 1000 mb tempera-
ture and height values to the elevation of

the grid point

Input data: 1000 mb temperature

1000 mb dew point temperature
850 mb temperature

850 mb dew point temperature

700 mb temperature

700 mb dew point temperature

1000 mb height
grid point elevation

2. Variable: The temperature of a level as a function of high

relative humidity at that level

Variable Name: TLRH

Variable Type: Continuous

Cut off Value: Relative humidity greater than or equal to

60%

Vertical Stratification: The lowest pressure level with a
relative humidity of 60% or greater from
700 mb to 1000 mb.

Non-Criteria Value: The surface temperature of the grid

point derived from an environmental lapse

rate, calculated from the 1000 mb tempera-

ture and height values to the elevation of

the grid point
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In-Put data: 1000 mb temperature
1000 mb dew point temperature
850 mb temperature
850 mb dew point temperature
700 mb temperature

700 mb dew point

3. Variable: Vertical motion at 850 mb and 700 mb

Variable Name: OMEGA 2 and OMEGA 3

Variable Type: Continuous

Input data: u wind component from
1000 mb to 250 mb
v wind component from
1000 mb to 250 mb

4. Variable: A combination of vertical motion and relative
humidity az 850 mb

Variable Name: OMEGRHL

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: u wind component from
1000 mb to 250 mb
v wind component from
1000 mb to 250 mb

5. Variable: The interpolated temperature of a layer in which
the lower level has a high relative humidity
depression and the higher level has a low
relative humidity.

Variable Name: TOPDRYL

Variable Type: Continuous

Cut--off Value: Relative humidity for the lower pressure

level greater than or equal to 60% and
relative humidity of the higher level less
than 60%

Non-criteria Values: The surface temperature of the grid point.

Input Data: 1000 mb temperature
1000 mb dew point temperature
850 mb temperature
850 mb dew point temperature
700 mb temperature
710 mb dew point temperature
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6. Variable: The "k" stability index

Variable Name: KINDEX

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: 850 mb temperature
850 mb dew point temperature
700 mb temperature
,700 mb dew point temperature

500 mb temperature

7. Variable: The advection of low level moisture derived
from the mean p and v wind components and the
mean relative humidity from 1000 mb to 700 mb

Variable Name: MOISADV

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: 1000 mb temperature

1000 mb dew point temperature
1000 u wind component
1000 v wind component
850 mb temperature
850 mb dew point temperature

850 p wind component
850 v wind component
700 mb temperature
700 mb dew point temperature

700 w wind component

700 v wind component

B. Middle Cloud Predictors

1. Variable: The .emperature of a level as , function of low
dew point depression.

Variable Name: TMDP

Variable Type: Non Continuous

Cut-off Value: Dew point depression less than or equal to S0 k

Vertical Stratification: The lowest gressure level with a dew
point depression of 5 K or lcss from 500 mb to

700 mb.

NoL 'riteria Value: 99999
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Input Data: 700 mb temperature

700 mb dew point
500 mb temperature
500 mb dew point

2. Variable: The temperature of a level as a function of high

relative humidity at that level.

Variable Name: TnRH

Variable Type: Non Continuous

Cut-off value: Relative humidity greater than or equal to 60.

Vertical stratification: The lowest pressure level with a rela-
tive humidity of 60% or greater from
500 mb to 700 mb

Non-Criteria Value: 99999.0

Input Data: 700 mb temperature

700 mb dew point
500 mb temperature
500 mb dew point

3. Variable: Vertical motion at 700 mb and 500 mb

Variable Name(s) OMEGA3, OMEGA4

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: u wind components from

1000 mb to 250 mb
v wind components from
1000 mb to 250 mb

4. Variable: A combination of vertical motion and moisture at
700 mb

Variable Name: OMEGRHM

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: u wind component from 1000 mb to 250 mb
v wind component from 1000 mb to 250 mb
700 mb temperature
700 mb dew point temperature

5. Variable: The interpolated temperature of a layer in which the
low level has a high relative humidity and the higher
level has a low relative humidity.

Variable Name: TOPDRYM
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Variable Type: Non-Continuous

Cut-off Value: Relative humidity for the lower pressure level
(700 mb) greater than or equal to 60% and

relative humidity at the higher pressure level
(500 mb) less than 60%.

Non Criteria Values: 99999

Input Data: 700 mb temperature
700 mb dew point temperature
500 mb temperature
50U mb dew point temperature

6. Variable: The "k" stability index

Variable Name: KINDEX

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: 850 mb temperature
850 mb dew point temperature
700 mb temperature

700 mb dew point temperature
500 mb temperature

7. Variable: Thermal wind magnitude for the layers from 850 mb to

500 mb.

Variable Name: TW.JND

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: 500 mb geopotential heights

850 mb geopotential heights

C. High Cloud Predictors

1. Variable: The temperature of a level as a function of low dew

point depression.

Variable Name: THDP

Variable Type: Non-continuous

Cut-off Value: Dew point depression less than or equal to 50K

at 500 mb a8 d dewpoint depressions less than or

equal to 10 K at 400 mb and 300 mb.

Vertical Stratification: The lowest pressure level with a dew

point depression less than or equal to

the above mentioned criteria.
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Non-Criteria Value: 99999

Input Data: 500 mb temperature
500 mb dew point temperature
400 mb temperature
400 mb dew point temperature
300 mb temperature
300 mb dew point temperature

2. Variable: The temperature of a level as a funcLion of high
relative humidity.

Variable Name: THRH

Variable Type: Non Continuous

Cut-off Value: Relative humidity with respect to ice greater

than or equal to 60%.

Vertical Stratification: The lowest pressure level with a
relative humidity greater than or
equal to 60%.

Non Criteria Value: 99999.0

Input Data: 500 mb temperature
500 mb dew point temperature
400 mb temperature
400 mb d2w point temperature
300 mb temperature
300 mb dew point temperature

3. Variable: The interpolated temperature of a layer in which the
lower level has a high relative humidity with respect
to ice and the high level has a low relative humidity
with respect to ice.

Variable Name: TOPDRYH

Variable Type: Non-Continuous

Cut-off Value: Relative humidity for the lower level greater
than 60% and the relative humidity for the upper
level less than 60%.

Vertical Stratification: The lowest pressure level with meeting

the above criteria.

Non-Criteria Value: 99999.0
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Input Data: 500 mb temperature
500 mb dew point temperature
400 mb temperature
400 mb dew point temperature
300 mb temperature

300 mb dew point temperature

4. Variable: Vertical motion at upper tropospiieric levels

Variable Name: OMECA 4, OMEGA 5, OMEGA 6

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: u wind components from

1000 mb to 250 mb
v wind components from
100 mb to 250 mb

5. Variable: The "k" stability index

Variable Name: KINDEX

Variable Type: Continaous

Input Data: 850 mb tempezature
850 mb dew point temperature
700 mb temperature
700 mb dew point temperature
500 mb temperature

6. Variable: The thermal wind magnitude computed for the layers
850 mb through 500 mb.

Variable Name: THWND

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: 500 mb - geopotential heights
850 mb - geopotential heights

7. Variable: A parameter to estimate jet stream cirrus basids on
the magnitude of the 300 mb wind and the sign of

vorticity at 300 mb.

Variable Name: JETVAR

Variable Type: Non-Continuous
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Cut-off Criteria: The magnitude of 300 mb winds greater than
or equal to 35 m/s and the sign of the rela-

tive vorticity negative.

Non Criterial Value: 99999.0

Input Data: 300 mb u wind component
300 mb v wind component

8. Variable: A combination of vertical motion and moisture at 500 .ab

Variable Name: OMEGRHH

Variable Type: Continuous

Input Data: u wind components from 1000 rib to 250 mb
v wind components from 1000 mb to 250 mb



Appendix B

Equation Derivation

1. Dew Point Depression

Dew Point Depression is defined as

Dew Point Depression = T-Td  31)

This value must always be greater than or equal to 0.0, however a

preliminary check of the LFM output revealed some small discrepancies in

which the dew point was slightly larger than the temperature at a given

level. A close analysis of these situations revealed that when a nega-

tive dew point depression occurred, It was surrounded by grid values

close to or equal to zero. Therefore, a line of code was added to the

data reduction program to set Lhe dew point depression equal to 0.0 if

the negative dew point depression situation occurred. It is believed

that this erroneous output is caused by the interpolation of the rela-

tive humidity and temperature fields from the sigma layers to the pres-

sure layers in the LFM model.

2. Relative Humidity

Relative humidity is defined, (Hess, 1959) by

R = w (B2)W

where W -e - (33)

s p-es  p

and W ee 4E e (B4)
p-e p
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Substituting equationsB3 and 134 intoB2 yields:

e
RH = _e(M3)

The Clapyron equation may be expressed in the integrated form (with T

in 0k and d in mb)

e
I EL 1 1 (B6)

e - 6.11 exp ( - ) 037)

Similarly,

e =6.11 exp L 038)

By substitutingB6 and B7 into EquationB5 yields

Relative humidity was calculated with respect to ice for the 500 mb, 400 mb,

and 300 mb layers. Starr (1981) derived the following expression from tables

given by List (1966).

PHi pHw *(AO + (T *(A + T *A2) (BIO)

where

A = 0.9994533

Al - -0.9806515 E-02

A2 - 0.50993939 E-04

T is in units of °C
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3. Vertical Motion

The kinematic method (Bellamy, 1949) was used in calculating the

vertical motion fields for the initial, or observed. LFM data set. The

kinematic method has potential for large errors due to inaccurate wind

values (Holton, 1979), was a primary consideration .n using the

kinematic method. Smith and Ping Lin (1978) compared synoptic scale

vertical motions computed by the kinematic method and two forms of the

omega equation. Their results indicated no significant advantage to any

of the three methods. However, the kinematic values were more compat-

able to cloud and precipitation occurances than the omega equation

values.

Vertical velocities were computed by

W(pl) = w(po) T (V W) c dp (1I)

Pi

where (V. \a)c is the corrected mean divergence of the levels in ques-

tion; p0 and pl, given by

(V • W )c = V 1 W V • W dp (B12)

Ps-PT
PT

In this manner the vertical velocity vanishes at PS, the surface 1000 mb

level, and PT" the tropopause level (Johnson, 1976). In this computa-

tion PT was assumed to be 250 mb which represents a logical tropopause

level for the early winter season, and p5 was taken as 1000 mb.

.4.
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The divergence fields were determined by using the finite differ-

ence approximation from the u and v wind component fields. Holton

(1979), by use of Equation B13.

_-uu +_Y = u(IJ+l) - V(lJ-l) + V (I,1,J) - U(IJ+lj (3)
x YIJ 2*D 2*D

where the grid points are dimensioned as in Figure B1

(I-1,J)

(I,J-l) (1,J) (IJ+l)
D

(1+1,J)

Figure BI

The grid distance, D, was computed for each grid interval by use of

the appropriate map factor for the polar sterographic grid (Tech. Pro-

cedures Bulletin No. 232 1973). The equation used for the grid resolu-

tion was

D(km) 1.90 x 10 5 si;n4 + 1.0 (B14)
sin 600 + 1.0

where 0, the latitude, was given by (Hale, 1980)

(degrees) = 90.0 -2* arctan (R/RE) *5.2958 (B15)

whtre:

RE = 62.417325 (a6)

R ( (J-15) 2 + (1 17) 2  (B7)

-p
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In equation B17, the I and J values correspond to the appropriate I,3

coordinate of the WPRS 22 by 32 LFM grid.

4. K Index

The K stability index is defined as (Technical Procedures Bulletin.

No. 207):

K = T8 5 0 + TD 80- (T 700-T D )-0 T 50(B18)

5. Thermal Wind

The magnitude of the thermal wind was calculated from (Holton,

1979):

T T + T

where

UT f ay 0 500 85 0) T

VT -f x ( -0 050 (F2i)

6. Relative Vorticity

Relative vorticity was calculated using the finite difference form

of

9V au
x 7y (B22)

or

t(IJ) E (1,31I) - V(1,31) _ U(I-1,j) -(1+1,3)(B3

2*D 2*D

using similar I,3 subscripts as in Figure Bi.
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